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Delhi is an exciting prospect if you are looking for a historical and fun-filled holiday. Tourists from
every part of the world visit this city to enjoy the local sights and sounds. Cheap flight to Delhi is
available from all major cities of the country. Delhi Mumbai flights should be booked in advance or
else you may find it difficult to avail a seat.

Delhi is divided into old Delhi and New Delhi. While old Delhi is rich in history, New Delhi boasts of a
pulsating life defined by modern culture. Delhi is the heartbeat of the country and is a much loved
tourist destination. When one thinks of Delhi, what come to mind are the historical monuments,
government buildings, a rich traditional culture, dazzling neon lights, sleepless streets and a diverse
ethnicity! Delhi hotels are all first class and come in a wide range. Other things you can find in Delhi
are heritage sites, art galleries and museums. So, come to Delhi and explore its dense culture.

Delhi can be visited round the year. Delhi Mumbai flights and cheap flight to Delhi are available
throughout the year. Yet the best time to plan your Delhi trip is between October-March when the
weather is much friendlier. The summer months can get really hot and scorching with temperatures
touching around 45 degrees.

Delhi is tinged with historical glory. It was formerly called Indraprastha and was the famous capital
of the Pandavas. Situated beside the Yamuna River, Delhi is essentially a cosmopolitan city known
for its fast life and vibrant lifestyle. Exploring the city can be a real fun. Central part of New Delhi
chiefly comprises of government edifices including the Rashtrapati Bhavan. The Rajpath road hosts
the Republic Day on 26th January every year and is a sight to behold. The India Gate is another
popular tourist locale. It was built in the memory of soldiers who perished in the World War I. It is a
majestic monument that towers over the rest of its surroundings.

The circular building of Parliament House is also a popular spot. You will definitely marvel at the
beautiful design and architecture that has gone into its construction. The famous Church of the
Redemption and the Roman Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart lie in close proximity to the
Parliament House. They are majestic and beautifully designed depicting Italian style. Also visit the
Rakabganj Gurudwara which is the holy shrine of Guru Tegh Bahadur who was killed by Mughal
emperor Aurangzeb.

You can dig into local shopping at the famous Tibetan market off Janpath Road. Connaught Place is
another great place for a shopaholic. Qutub Minar is another popular tourist spot. It is a 14.4 meter
tower made of red sandstone by Qutubbin Aibak in the medieval age. Also check out the Iron Pillar
of Mehrauli that lies in close proximity. Some of the other popular sightseeing spots in Delhi are
Lotus Temple, Jama Masjid, Red Fort, Swaminarayan Akshardham Temple, Alai Darwaza and
Mumtaz Mahal.

You can find accommodation in the luxurious Delhi hotels. If you have a limited budget, you can
also stay in inns, lodges or budget hotels. All the Delhi hotels offer hygienic food, clean water and
are extremely hospitable. If you are looking for a cheap flight to Delhi, better book it in advance.
Delhi Mumbai flights are also available round the year. So, pack your bags now and fly into this
exquisite city.
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Hungry Bags, the leading tour operator, offers great packages including stay in best a Delhi hotels
and a cheap flight to Delhi and a Delhi Mumbai flights.
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